Don't Miss

Four-lane affect Thakur, protest land acquisition relief rate

Minister for Forest and Youth Affairs Rakesh Pathania has recently expressed his solidarity with the Pathankot-Mandi four-lane project-affected residents led by the Four-Lane Sangarsh Samiti, which has been running from pillar to post seeking fair compensation.

The Pathankot-Mandi four-lane project-affected people have started a campaign for fair compensation on March 1. Here is what they have done...

- The four-lane project-affected people demanded that the compensation paid for the four-lane project should be increased by at least 300%.
- The project affected 3,000 residents in Mandi for which no compensation was paid.
- The compensation paid to Mandi was only 30% of the four-lane project.

The project affected 3,000 residents in Mandi for which no compensation was paid.
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